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Introduction

Whether you work in the construction, mining, or aggregates sectors, stockpile
management is a critical requirement on any job site. But measuring stockpiles can be
unsafe, time-consuming, and expensive. This puts you in a difficult position. You need
accurate data to run your business operations, but you shouldn’t have to send your survey
team into the field for hours to clamber across stockpiles on a dangerous job site.
Drones help gather the same survey data in minutes from the safety of the ground, all
while achieving higher accuracy and freeing up your survey team to focus on other highpriority projects.
They eliminate many of the challenges companies face with traditional survey solutions.
And drones paired with powerful photogrammetry software from DroneDeploy can help
lower your data collection costs, save time, and keep your team out of harm’s way—all
without having to hire an entire survey crew or invest in expensive laser or lidar hardware.

“

Everyone should be using drones for stockpile
analysis. It’s miles ahead of standard surveying.
Tecia White, President at Whitewater Hydrogeology Ltd.

In this eBook, we’ll take a deep dive into the stockpile measurement workflow using
DroneDeploy. We’ll cover best practices and answer the most frequently asked questions
from customers.
Read on to learn:
• The best practices for flying, processing, and analyzing stockpiles with DroneDeploy
• How to get precise volume measurements and generate instant stockpile reports
• How to achieve high degrees of measurement accuracy and why it matters
• The most common app integrations for stockpile management used
by DroneDeploy customers
• How three innovative companies have used DroneDeploy’s stockpile measurement
tools to cut costs, save time, and improve safety on their job sites
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Simplifying the Survey
An overview of the stockpile management workflow

If you’re new to using drones for stockpile management, here is a quick overview of the
DroneDeploy workflow. With DroneDeploy it’s as simple as 1, 2, 3.

1. FLY

Automate survey missions using DroneDeploy’s flight
planning functionality. Capture aerial imagery to be
processed into maps and 3D models.

2. PROCESS

Upload your photos to create high-resolution 2D
maps and 3D models using the industry’s leading
photogrammetry pipeline.

3. ANALYZE

Measure, annotate, compare, and count using
DroneDeploy’s built-in measurement and annotation
tools. Then generate comprehensive stockpile reports to
share with key stakeholders.

Let’s break this workflow down and dig a little deeper into what each step entails. Read
on to get an in-depth look at the entire workflow from start to finish—including best
practices to keep in mind along the way.
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Taking it to the Skies
Best practices for mission planning and data collection

Before you can measure stockpiles you have to gather accurate data first. This step is the
most important part. Why? You need to you collect high-quality drone imagery to produce
accurate maps, models, and measurements. While we’ve worked hard to make this a
simple and automated process, it will require you to put in a little legwork to properly plan
the mission and set the appropriate flight parameters. Let’s get started.
When to Fly
Believe it or not, when you choose to fly the drone matters. Similar to photography,
weather and light conditions can make or break a data set and you want
to be sure you plan accordingly. We recommend flying on clear or overcast days with
low wind and high visibility. Generally, mid-day is best to avoid shadows that can make
measurement more difficult down the line.

Sunny

Mid-day

No Wind

No Shadows
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Flight Pattern
When you plan your flight in the DroneDeploy app, we recommend flying our default
flight pattern. A crosshatch pattern with an angled gimbal is unnecessary—this adds
additional flight, upload, and processing time. Despite what many believe, crosshatch
patterns don’t add a higher degree of accuracy to measurements downstream.

Altitude
When selecting your altitude in the flight planner, we suggest flying at least three times
the height of the stockpile’s highest point. Flying lower will yield better results in most
cases, but you don’t want to fly less than 3X the height of the stockpile—this can result in
the need for more overlap and a longer flight time.

3X

As said before, we recommend flying at brighter parts of the day to yield the best results.
But if you have to fly later in the day, or during low-light situations, lower your maximum
flight speed to generate higher-quality results.
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Selecting the right overlap matters as well. You want to ensure you’re capturing the right
amount of photos to make a high-quality map and 3D model of your site. This comes in
down the line during the processing and analyzing stage of the workflow.

We’ve built an Overlap Optimizer app which is available in our App Market and can help
you decide the best overlap for your mission. Otherwise, here are some general overlap
recommendations based on the size of your stockpiles:
10-20 Feet Tall
• Altitude: 150 ft /45 m
• Overlap/Sidelap: 75 front, 65 side
20-40 Feet Tall
• Altitude: 200 ft / 60 m
• Overlap/Sidelap: 75 front, 65 side
40-100 Feet Tall
• Altitude: 260 ft / 80 m
• Overlap/Sidelap: 80 front, 70 side
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Ground Control
We recommend using ground control points (GCPs) when measuring stockpile volumes,
especially if your stockpile is larger than a half acre. This can increase your measurement
accuracy significantly. If you’re measuring smaller stockpiles, less than 3000 cubic yards,
GCPs will only incrementally increase accuracy during the analysis stage. But they can
be used as checkpoints and help prove results are within the acceptable margins of error,
which is often required by our customers. We’ll talk more about this later.

Learn more about Ground Control Points and when to use them on our blog:
• What are Ground Control Points (GCPs)?
• When to Use Ground Control Points
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Moving Beyond Photos
Processing aerial data into orthomosaic maps and 3D models
After collecting data in the field, you’re now ready to upload and process your imagery
into high-quality maps and 3D models. To do this we recommend using DroneDeploy’s
cloud-based image processing engine.
Why DroneDeploy?
DroneDeploy is the most popular drone mapping software on the planet. Thousands of
customers in 180 countries around the world trust us to capture and process their data. In
fact, we’ve built the world’s largest drone data repository of more than 100 million aerial
images.
Map Engine
Our proprietary photogrammetry processing engine is the best in the industry.
Customers process millions of images into thousands of maps and models every week
using the DroneDeploy platform. Plus with DroneDeploy you don’t need to invest in
expensive hardware or wait hours—or even days—to finish processing your data locally
on a high-end PC. You can upload your data to the DroneDeploy cloud and sit back—we’ll
take care of the rest.
Constant Innovation
We are constantly innovating and enhancing our image processing engine to solve tough
industry challenges such as image reconstruction. Why is this important? Put simply,
better reconstruction of 3D data means you receive more accurate results. And that’s
everything when measuring stockpiles.
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Uploading Data Sets
Uploading your images to process with DroneDeploy is simple. After a flight, your
DroneDeploy dashboard will be updated with a blue “Upload” icon to the left
of your flightplan. Click on this button, then proceed to the steps below.

Once you’ve uploaded flight data, you must select one of two
processing modes: Structures Mode or Terrain Mode.
When processing site surveys and stockpile maps, we
recommend using the Terrain Mode. This will produce the
best quality maps. Structures Mode is reserved for mapping
buildings, statues, city streets and other urban areas. To learn
more about the uploading process, and to get a more in-depth
review please see our support documents.
Once a map is finished processing, you will receive an email
notice and the processed map will appear in the DroneDeploy
dashboard. This process usually takes around 2-3 hours, but
can vary depending upon the number of images in your data set
and the level of your DroneDeploy subscription.
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Analysis and Reporting
Now that you have collected a high-quality data set, processed it in the DroneDeploy
cloud, and received a completed drone map, you’re ready to start the next step: analysis.
DroneDeploy makes it possible to rapidly calculate stockpile volume in minutes. To do
this, we measure 3D points across a given stockpile. Unlike traditional forms of stockpile
analysis—such as laser surveying—we capture millions of points (not hundreds), which
means you get highly accurate volume and area measurements.

A high-density 3D point cloud of a stockpile with millions of points captured with a drone.

Creating Accurate Measurement Annotations
Before measurement begins, you need to identify the type of stockpile you want to
measure. This is important because the measurement annotation and baseplane analysis
will differ depending on the visibility, slope, or storage of the materials on
your map.
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Stockpile Type

Description

Visible Boundary

Stockpile where all boundaries are clearly visible

Partially-Visible Boundary

Stockpile where most, but not all boundaries are clearly visible—
often hidden by shadows

Sloped

Stockpile that is on a sloped incline, usuall a result of dumping

Bin

Stockpile that is stored in a bin or a storage container

Line

Stockpile that is spread out in a line, usually to dry materials

Choosing the Right Baseplane
Before drawing your measurement annotation on the stockpile map, you must determine
which baseplane analysis is appropriate for the stockpile in question. With DroneDeploy you
can conduct two types of baseplane analyses: Best Fit and Lowest Point.
Linear Fit defines the base-plane following the average fall from all the nodes in the selected
area. This baseplane is more suited for stand-alone features. We recommend using Linear
Fit when measuring stockpiles that are stored in a line or have visible and partially visible
boundaries.
Lowest Point calculates a flat baseplane taking into account the point (node) with the lowest
elevation. We recommend using Lowest Point when measuring stockpiles stored on slope,
against a wall, or in a storage bin.
Triangulated joins up all of the edge points to create a 3D surface under your stockpile. This is
perfect for long thin stockpiles, or for large stockpiles over 0.5 acres in size.
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Making Annotations and Choosing Baseplane Points
Once you have determined the type of stockpile and chosen the baseplane you want to
use, you’re ready to make some measurements to your map. You can do this by selecting
the volume tool on the dashboard.
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Choosing Your Baseplane Points
When making measurement annotations, you have to choose the correct points around
the edge of the stockpile. It’s important to select the true ground, not just the edge of the
stockpile itself. This is because DroneDeploy uses ground elevation when determining the
stockpile height, which greatly affects the outcome of the volume measurement.

Sometimes it can be difficult to determine where a stockpile ends and the ground level
begins. In these cases, we recommend using the digital elevation layer available in the
DroneDeploy dashboard to illustrate the ground and help you markup the map correctly.

Once you have completed your annotation, the volume area, cut, and fill data will be
visible on your dashboard, as seen above.
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Annotation Report

Construction Example
Report created on August 2, 2018
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Generate Reports
We’ve made it quick and easy to report your stockpile measurements with our instant
annotation reports. Once you’ve completed your stockpile measurements, simply head
to the reports section of our exports tab in your DroneDeploy dashboard. There you can
create your report with one click.
Each report is co-branded with your company logo, includes a share button to collaborate
with stakeholders, and is easy to export to PDF for printing. The report provides the
location, surface area and distance, volume, and linear distance measurements.
Using Digital Terrain Models
In some cases it may be necessary to remove objects from your map to produce more
accurate measurements. Common objects include conveyors, vehicles, and trees—
which can all affect the accuracy of your volume measurements. You can offset these
errors by eliminating those objects from your map. There are two ways to do this using
DroneDeploy.
1) Create a digital terrain model to eliminate cars, trees and buildings above the ground
level. Learn more about this feature in our common tools and integration section later on.
2) Measure volume of the stockpile and the object and subtract the difference.
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Understanding Accuracy and When it Matters
The accuracy of drone-generated measurements is something many people have
questions about. And rightfully so. Drones are a new technology that most companies
haven’t worked with before. It’s right to ask whether this solution can deliver the results
your company needs.
Over the last few years, as drone technology has advanced, so too has the ability for drone
maps to be highly accurate. But what exactly do we mean when we talk about accuracy in
drone mapping? Is it always important for a map to be highly accurate? And what range of
accuracy can you expect from your maps? We’ve put together a primer to help you better
understand the basics of drone mapping accuracy.
What You Can Expect
Drone-generated maps and models produce highly accurate results when the best
practices outlined in this guide are followed. Accurate results require high-quality
imagery, and using the tips we’ve covered you should be able to achieve a high degree of
local measurement accuracy. Our tests show that even without the use of ground control
points (GCPs), you can expect volume measurements to be accurate within 5%. While this
is a market-leading level of accuracy for drone-based solutions, we understand you may
need better results. That’s where GCPs come in.
Using Ground Control Points for Greater Accuracy
Using GCPs, you can achieve between 1-2% accuracy on any stockpile you measure.
Not only will you achieve a high degree of local accuracy with GCPs, but you’ll be able to
determine global accuracy as well.
Higher accuracy is important when using stockpile measurements to assist mission
critical operations such as managing inventory, making revenue forecasts, and conducting
internal audits. With GCPs you can be confident and sure that you generate repeatable
results every time.
We recommend using GCPs if you need greater than 5% accuracy on any stockpile
measurement. If you’re interested in using GCPs, check out our support documents to
better understand the workflow and get tips for success. We have also created a short
video tutorial which you can find below.
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Have more questions about measurement accuracy of DJI Drones? We tested
the most common DJI aircraft to determine exactly how accurate they are. Read
our free whitepaper for more information.

Common Tools and Integrations
Here’s a few of the most commonly used tools and app integrations to assist your
workflow. Each one is available in the DroneDeploy App Market.
Stockpile Value, Mass & Truck Calculator
Select a volume measurement and this app will give you a quick estimate of the total mass,
material value, and number of trucks required to remove material or fill a pit. Settings for
material density, value per unit mass, and the volume of a truck are saved by annotation
color so you can quickly classify and collect mass and value measurements for up to 10
different materials.
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Digital Terrain Model
This app generates a number of Digital Terrain Models (DTMs). You can select the
EPSG code, interval and required file type. The supported file types include point cloud,
GeoTIFF, TIN, DXF and Shapefile. Requests are typically processed in under 30 minutes
and sent to your email inbox.

GCP Volume Analysis
This app measures the volume of stockpiles over time and can help you determine the
overall change in cut and fill of each stockpile across your site.
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Case Studies

Survey of Aggregate Quarry is Safer — and 20x Faster — Thanks to Drones
Tecia White is the President at Whitewater Hydrogeology Ltd., an ontario-based firm
that works with aggregate operators. A little over a year ago, Tecia began incorporating
drones into her work as a way to analyze stockpile volumes. But it wasn’t long before she
discovered that drone maps and models could give her far more than just volumetric data.
She tells the story of how she used drone-generated maps and 3D models as a tool for
gathering elevation data and creating water management plans at Nelson Aggregate’s
Uhthoff Quarry. Nelson Aggregate has also taken the use of the drone one step further by
using it to inspect the operating condition of large production equipment.
Not only was the data better, but Tecia immediately saw significant ROI in time and cost
savings. A bi-annual survey of six quarry sites represents about 240 man hours. Compare
that to just twelve hours needed to complete twice-yearly aerial surveys at all six sites.
That’s a savings of 228 man hours.
In terms of cost savings, the results are no less impressive. Nelson Aggregate spends
about $3,000 to subcontract out a single ground survey. Bi-annual ground surveys of
all six quarries cost around $36,000 total per year. Factoring in drone equipment and
software subscriptions, the same amount of aerial surveys cost just $7,500 — $28,500 less
than a ground survey. This represents nearly 80% in costs savings.
To learn more, read the full case study here.
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Chasco Constructors Cut Survey Spending by 75% with Drones
Michael Lambert, a virtual design and construction manager at Chasco put drones to work
on a $29M construction project in Texas earlier this year. “We used drones to monitor
the progress of the work, including monitoring subcontractors and tracking materials and
equipment,” he says.
One of the most significant benefits of using DroneDeploy mapping technology on the
Round Rock project was improved site surveying efficiency. “It was about a 75 percent
savings,” Michael says. This lead to tremendous ROI overall.
“What would have taken surveyors about eight hours took me about two hours. And you
also have the cost savings of paying one person instead of a three-man crew.” — Michael
Lambert, VDC Manager at Chasco Constructors
Using drone imaging analysis enabled Chasco to capture and analyze much more granular
site detail than a ground-based survey team could collect. At the same time, it freed up the
surveyors to focus more on what they do best, such as high precision layout, bluetops, and
cut sheets for utilities.
To learn more, read the full case study here.
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Martin Remote Sensing Reduces Stockpile Survey Costs by 50%
Kelsey Martin of Martin Remote Sensing recently used DroneDeploy to measure stockpile
volume for a large mining client. He details the process and accuracy of aerial surveying
for stockpile analysis using drones. Martin Remote Sensing conducted a comparative
analysis on a stockpile that had previously been surveyed utilizing a highly accurate
ground-based GPS survey. See the results of this side-by-side comparison to tradition
survey methods.
To learn more, read the full case study here.
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Areas Mapped with DroneDeploy
7 Continents

180 Countries

40 Million Acres

About DroneDeploy
DroneDeploy is the leading cloud software platform for commercial drones, and is making the power of
aerial data accessible and productive for everyone.
Trusted by leading brands globally, DroneDeploy is transforming the way businesses leverage drones and
aerial data across industries, including agriculture, construction, mining, inspection and surveying. Simple
by design, DroneDeploy enables professional-grade imagery and analysis, 3D modeling and more from any
drone on any device.
DroneDeploy is located in the heart of San Francisco.
To learn more visit us online and join the conversation on Twitter.

DroneDeploy

www.dronedeploy.com

@DroneDeploy
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